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Overview
Outcomes
Preparation
Procedure

OVERVIEW
High school students are not acquainted with the town where they
would be staying or studying. Prepare a itinerary and play is a funny
way to discover the city/places where they staying in, or where their
school is located. Students will create a step by step sightseeing tour.
It is a sort of a learning game (treasure hunt) consisting of different
stages of training, each of which would be useful to reach the final
goal. We will use different tools such as QR code reader, vocal
recording Apps and WhatsApp

LEARNING OUTCOMES

App:

Students will be able to:
- point out the main city places of interest, the town they are staying
and how to reach them ( using also the City Council’s App)
- collect information about places with the QR code reader
- make an itinerary
- write /record simple and complete instructions using the vocal
recorder app in their smartphones.
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PREPARATION AND MATERIALS

STRUCTURE:

Overview
Outcomes

Make sure that in the classroom the number of computers are enough so so
that small group of students can work on them( two or three students per
group)
Prepare the classroom wit a dataprojector
Connect to Internet
Ask your student to install QR code reader into their smartphones
Ask to install the City Council App (if it exsiste).
Make sure that at least one member of the group owns one with QR Code
reader App

Preparation
PROCEDURE

Procedure

-

-

App:

-

-

Discuss with the students the main pourpose of the treasure hunt in
relation to the target (foreign students or other students of the
school)
Find information on Internet about the places to see in town and
select the most important ones.
Prepare the itinerary – the tour will be on foot or/and using public
transport
Verify the itinerary and find out the places where it is possible to get
information using the QR reader App
Explaine to your students how to download the QR code reader and
how yo use it.
Give out the instructions about each step to follow; the instructions
can be text files and vocal recordings, the instructions will ask the
players to collect information using the Qr Code reader and to take
pictures
The instruction will be sent by WhatsApp
Test the final product.

ATTACHMENT:
whatsapp.

an example of itinerary. The instruction are sent by
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